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ABSTRACT

1

Software documentation is a significant component of modern
software systems. Each year it becomes more and more complicated,
just as the software itself. One of the aspects that negatively impact
documentation quality is the presence of textual duplicates. Textual
duplicates encountered in software documentation are inherently
imprecise, i.e. in a single document the same information may be
presented many times with different levels of detail and in various
contexts. Documentation maintenance is an acute problem, and
there is a strong demand for automation tools in this domain.
In this study we present the Duplicate Finder Toolkit, a tool
which assists an expert with duplicate maintenance-related tasks.
Our tool can facilitate the maintenance process in a number of ways:
1) detection of both exact and near duplicates 2) duplicate visualization via heat maps 3) duplicate analysis — comparison of several
duplicate instances, evaluation of their differences, exploration of
duplicate context 4) duplicate manipulation and extraction.

INTRODUCTION

Contemporary software documentation, just like the software, is
becoming increasingly more complicated with every passing year.
Therefore, simplification of the documentation maintenance process is a relevant and widely applicable research problem. One of the
obstacles for efficient documentation maintenance is the presence
of textual duplicates. A textual duplicate is a fragment of text which
is repeated throughout the document multiple times, possibly with
some degree of variation.
Software documents accumulate a large number of textual duplicates during the development and especially the maintenance
stage. Usually, textual duplicates emerge as the result of a copypaste pattern where a textual fragment is copied and pasted into a
different part of the document, possibly in a modified form.
Currently, there is no consensus on whether duplicates in software documentation are desirable or harmful. The drawback of
having textual duplicates in a software document is straightforward: multiple fragments have to be updated in case of changes.
However, their benefits are more subtle. For example, Parnas [9]
identifies two types of software documentation: narrative tutorials
and reference documents. The former are to be read from beginning to end and are intended for people with little knowledge on
the subject. The latter are used to retrieve specific facts and are
designed for people who already have considerable knowledge on
the subject. In this case, textual duplicates are desirable because
they allow to provide a unified presentation of information.
Proper detection and maintenance of such duplicates can improve documentation quality. Consider an example: “inet daemon
can listen on ... port and then transfer the connection to appropriate
handler”. Suppose that this text fragment appears multiple times in
the document with various port numbers in place of “...”. In this case,
a template can be created with a parameter for the port number.
At the same time, manual approach to the duplicate management
problem is infeasible, given the sizes of contemporary documentation. Thus, automatic duplicate management facilities are required.
However, contemporary studies [3, 4, 7, 8] address this problem
in a rather limited way: they rarely provide duplicate detection
mechanisms and do not address near duplicates at all.
In this paper we present the Duplicate Finder Toolkit — a toolkit
which allows to detect, explore, visualize and manipulate both exact
and near duplicates in software documentation.
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TOOL

Near Duplicates. Near duplicates are present in any kind of textual
content —software documentation, software code, models, etc. Near
duplicates are fragments of information which contain a common
part —an archetype, and a variative part — deltas [2]. According to
the provided definitions, an archetype constitutes a major part of
information. Let us define near duplicates more precisely.
Definition 2.1. Text fragments f r 1 , . . . , f r M ∈ D form a group
of near duplicates if:
(1) ∃ {I 1 , . . . , I N } — a set of strings (archetype) that are contained in each f r i in the same order.
(2) ∃ 0 < k ≤ 1:
N
|Ii |
≥k
∀j ∈ {1, . . . , M } : i=1
| f rj |

Figure 1: Browsing: found near duplicates
(relevant) to be a near duplicate. Then, they select the threshold of
similarity and run pattern matching. Afterwards, they can analyze
the presented near duplicates, which are essentially textual fragments similar to the selected one. Next, like in the automatic mode,
the user can manipulate, refactor, and extract a near duplicate. Having finished, the user can recalculate heat map and start to work
with the next duplicate.
Tool Architecture. Exact duplicate detection is performed using a software clone detection tool, Clone Miner [1]. Next, the
algorithm [6] that uses exact duplicates to construct near ones is
invoked. Constructed duplicate candidates are visualized using the
Near Duplicate Browser, which is also capable of duplicate analysis
(see Fig. 1).
These duplicates can be used to refactor the original document
if the source is a DocBook document. This will allow to refactor
different duplicate groups into reusable text fragments, similarly to
the way described in the introduction. For this purpose, we use the
DocBook extension described in [5].

Here, k denotes how much common text f r i and f r j share, for
example, a threshold value of 0.85 was used by Basset [2].
Tool Features. Duplicate detection. The tool is able to detect
both exact and near duplicates within a single document. Our algorithm is based on the above definition and allows not only to
detect near duplicates, but also to reveal parts of text which will
become parameters when a template would be created by user. Our
tool accepts plain text and DocBook documents. In other cases, the
document is converted using the Pandoc utility.
Duplicate visualization. The tool allows to browse found duplicates (see Fig. 1). It visualizes a list of found near duplicate groups,
their common part, and duplicate-specific parts. In order to facilitate
duplicate analysis, context for each duplicate is also provided.
Duplicate manipulation. Our tool allows to modify found duplicates by shifting borders of each found duplicate instance. The
duplicates which have been deemed meaningful by an expert can
be “accepted” and extracted: e.g. marked and moved outside of
the source document. Manual approach is essential, since human
judgment is required to discern an actual duplicate from duplicate
candidates.
The tool also supports refactoring of DocBook documents: the
user can mark a near duplicate group to create a template. This
template would contain formal parameters that are extracted from
the near duplicate. Then, in each occurrence of the duplicate, the
template would be used with formal parameters substituted with the
actual ones taken from the text. During the refactoring process, the
tool maintains correctness of both text and markup, thus preserving
modified document as a valid DocBook document.
Tool Modes. Our tool has two modes: Automatic mode, which
is intended for a light-weight evaluation of duplicates in the document. Automatic mode provides an overview of all duplicates in
the document. See Fig. 1 for an example of the output of this mode.
Interactive mode, which is intended for the discovery of all
meaningful near duplicates in the documentation file. Due to the
complex nature of near duplicates, this mode requires a human
expert and implies a significant amount of work. At the same time,
interactive mode provides some automatic processing capabilities:
the near duplicate candidate heat map and the near duplicate search.
Using heat map, an expert can select the document part which
is heavily populated with near duplicate candidates. At the next
step, the expert selects the text fragment that they deem suitable
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented the Duplicate Finder Toolkit — a
tool for detection, exploration, and analysis of duplicates in software
documentation.
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